
HERE ARE SOME CHANGES IN OUR OFFICE SINCE YOUR LAST EXAM: 

 

•We are in the process of completely eliminating wait time.  

•Thus, the necessity of bringing your completed paperwork with you.

Eliminating wait time

•Dr. Chandler is now obtaining optomaps on all capable patients during comprehensive exams.                                   

•Insurance does not cover the cost of this important procedure. 

•So your out-of-pocket costs will be $29.  Details included in the Optomap form in this packet..

Optomaps performed at all comprehensive eye exams

•We are now open access providers for almost all vision plans.  

•Please ask our staff if you have any questions about a plan.

Open Access Providers for Davis Vision, Spectera and others 

•We now have automated appointment reminders coming to you via text and email.  

•You can now confirm on smartphone or email.

Automated communication

•We now have the best preventative, diagnostic and treatment plans available for MD.

•These can help stem the tide of this number one cause of sight loss in America. 

•We have the newest diagnostic technology for the earliest diagnosis and treatment available. 

Macular Degeneration Center of Excellence

•Yes, it is true!  Carotenoid supplements help eliminate glare and increase contrast sensitivity.

•When these two occur, subjective vision improves!  More from Dr. Chandler at your exam.

A pill to make you see better?

•This is the most unique frame line in the world.  

•Almost indestructible, high fashion and extremely light weight and comfortable

•The best frame made, in our opinion.

Indestructible, feather weight frames by OVVO

•Save between 30-50% on sunwear and 20-40% savings on prescription eyewear.  

•Manufacturers bring their entire frame and sunglass lines for you to choose from.  

•Watch for  a notice of the next show.  We schedule on every 6 months.  

Trunk shows

 

ATTENTION! 

You MUST bring these medical 
forms in with you to your exam. 

They must be completed BEFORE 
you arrive for your exam. 

Failure to do so may result in us 
having to reschedule your 
appointment, or you having a long 
waiting period. 

 

We are very sorry, but 
governmental, insurance and legal 
considerations in today’s medical 
environment require more forms 
than ever to be completed.   

 

Also, eye care is an extremely 
technologically driven medical 
specialty which makes us 
responsible to notify you of any 
potential non-covered,  out-of-
pocket expenses ahead of time. 

 

Please realize we do not ask for 
these forms to be completed 
unnecessarily.  They are an 
integral part of your medical care 
and completely necessary for us to 
care for you appropriately. 
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“Thank you so 
much for your 
cooperation and 
understanding” 

 

Drs. David & 
Chelsea Chandler 


